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Process Standards for 

Mathematics

• #1 …..Problem Solving-Persevere

• #2…..Reasoning

• #3…..Viable Argument ..Other Opinions

• #4…..Model Mathematics

• #5…..Use Tools

• #6…..Attend to Precision

• #7…..Structure

• #8…..Regularity and Repeated Reasoning
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IN Math Process Standards

Process standards for mathematics are…

� the behaviors needed to be successful in math

� the processes used to apply content knowledge

�essential to embed into daily instruction

�opportunities that allow students to think and 
behave like mathematicians

�how students interact with math

�expected to be assessed regularly (including the 
ISTEP+ in 2014-15)
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What process standards are NOT…

�They are NOT “problem solving Fridays.”

�They are NOT enrichment for advanced 

students.

�They are the process of arriving at an answer, 

NOT the answer itself. (So important!)

�They are NOT assessed through a few word 

problems at the end of a test.
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Indiana’s 

Largest Math 

Process 

Standards 

Summary

Review at your tables…

5 minutes
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“Math Class Needs a Makeover” 

�TED Talk with Dan Meyer

�https://www.ted.com/talks/dan_meyer_
math_curriculum_makeover

What is rigor?

At your tables, have a discussion 

about what you believe rigor is 

and what it looks like in a math 
classroom.  

Share ideas aloud and record…

Rigor is… Rigor is NOT…
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Instructional rigor in the past…

Thinking about procedural skill 
ONLY

(Can they complete the steps?)

Instructional rigor with the 2014 math 
standards…

�Procedural Skill & Fluency

�Conceptual Understanding

�Application & Modeling
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But what is fluency?

� efficient and accurate

� flexible thinking beyond the standard algorithm

� entails reasoning and sense making

� more than computation...there is understanding 

attached

(Notice the words “fast” or “quickly” are NOT in this 

definition)

What is conceptual understanding?

Students demonstrate conceptual understanding when 

they…

� Provide evidence

� Generate examples

� Can represent content in multiple ways (including 

drawings, models, manipulatives, etc.)

� Identify and apply principles

� Know and apply definitions

� Relate concepts to other concepts

Application in a Math Classroom

Students are able to show their conceptual 
understanding through effective investigative tasks.

�Word problems

�Real-world problems

�Modeling/drawing

�Verbal communication/discussion

�PrBL/PBL units
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Posing Purposeful Questions

Effective teaching of mathematics uses purposeful questions to assess 

and advance students’ reasoning and sense making about important 
mathematical ideas and relationships.

Four Types of Questions

1. Gathering Information

2. Probing Thinking

3. Making the mathematics visible

4. Encouraging reflection and 

justification

Posing

Purposeful Questions

Question type Description Examples

Gathering information Students recall facts, 

definitions, or procedures.

• When you write an equation, what 

does the equal sign tell you?
• What is the formula for finding the 

area of a rectangle?

Probing thinking Students explain, elaborate, 

or clarify their thinking, 
including articulating the
steps in solution methods or 

the completion of a task.

• As you drew that number line, 

what decisions did you make so 
that you could represent 7 fourths 
on it?

• Can you show and explain more 
about how you used a table to 

find the answer to the Smartphone 
Plans task?

Effective Teaching and Learning. (2014). In Principles to Actions : Ensuring mathematical success for all (p. 36). Reston, VA: NCTM.

Question type Description Examples

Making the mathematics

visible

Students discuss 

mathematical structures and 
make connections among 
mathematical ideas and 

relationships.

� What does your equation have to 

do with the band concert 
situation?

� How does that array relate to 

multiplication and division?

Encouraging reflection

and justification

Students reveal deeper

understanding of their
reasoning and actions,
including making an 

argument for the validity of 
their work.

• How might you prove that 51 is the 

solution?
• How do you know that the sum of 

two odd numbers will always be 

even?

Effective Teaching and Learning. (2014). In Principles to Actions : Ensuring mathematical success for all (p. 37). Reston, VA: NCTM.

Posing

Purposeful Questions
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Depth of Knowledge

(DOK) Levels

Depth of Knowledge

(DOK) Activities

The task is the key!

Each participant will spend a few minutes reading 
the task analysis guide.

� Have a discussion at your table, “Which 
category do the majority of your classroom tasks 
fall?”

� Take out your teacher materials and work with 
others at your table to identify one task in each 
category (possibly from your textbook).  If you 
don’t see one, how would you change a current 
problem to make it more rigorous?
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Task Activity

�Remain in grade level teams (4-5 people)

�Focus on ONE standard in EACH strand and 

create a task (one per group) using your 
teacher resources, task analysis guide, and 

IDOE resource guide

�Challenge!!  Can you identify 1-2 math 

process standards imbedded in your tasks? 

Last but Not Least…

Create a Sequencing Map to TAKE BACK

�Work with others in your grade level

�Arrange your standards strips in the best order for 
student learning

�Record the sequence on the form provided

http://www.ccsstoolbox.com/

http://www.isbe.state.il.us/common_core/

htmls/math-models.htm

Your feedback is important...

bit.ly/escevalmath
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Closing Video:  The Lost Generation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=42E2fAWM6rA


